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INTRODUCTION

The stability check source is an integral part of a Secondary
Standard Dosimetry System. The purpose of the stability check
source is to confirm that the overall response of the dosimeter has
not changed significantly since the instrument was calibrated. In
case any change in the sensitivity of the ionization chamber or
measuring assembly occurs the same is reflected in the reference
check source measurements.

Stability check source measurements are taken in a Primary
Standard Dosimetry Laboratory (PSDL) at the time of calibration of
secondary standard dosimeter and mean time (in seconds) to the
reference setting of 50 scale divisions with ambient conditions of
air at 20°C, 101.3 kPa and 50% RH is quoted in a calibration
certificate. This quoted stability check source time figure is the
basis for future confirmation of overall response of the secondary
standard dosimeter system.

This note presents the results of stability check source
measurements carried out in SSDL Pakistan over a period of five
years.

SECONDARY STANDARD DOSIMETER

The National Physical Laboratory (NPL) therapy level X-Ray
exposure meter known as therapy level secondary standard dosimeter
was received by PINSTECH Secondary Standard Dosimetry Laboratory
(SSDL) in June, 19B2, under an International Atomic Energy Agency's
(IAEA) Regular Technical Assistance Programme. This Secondary
Standard Dosimeter serves as a link between a primary standard and
field instruments currently in use particularly in Radiotherapy
Institute/Centres in the country.

_MD_ DISCUSSIONS

The stability check source time measurements were corrected for
standard conditions of 20°C and 101.3 kPa, 50% RH and for the
Strontium-90 source decay. The percentage deviations of these
measurements from quoted value in the calibration certificate have
been calculated. the year-wise percentage deviation of the measured
check source time against the date of measurement has been plotted
and shown in Fig. 1.
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FIG. I THE PERCENTAGE DEVIATION OF THE MEASURED
STABILITY CHECK SOURCE TIME FROM THE NPL
QUOTED VALUE FOR THE YEAR 1982-1986
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In 1982, the percentage, deviations from the quoted value are
within + 0.12. Whereas, it is recommended in the calibration
certificate that this deviation should not be more than + 0.5% in
any case. As such the results obtained during 1982, are quite
good. In 1983, the percentage deviation from the quoted value
varies from 0.05 to 0.14. Although the deviations are well below
the allowed limit but from the figure it appears that trend of
measurements is always positive. In 1984, the percentage deviation
varies from 0.18 to 0.46. During this year the deviations have been
increased and again the trend of deviation is positive. In 1985,
the same trend of deviation was observed but with the slightly
increased value, that is more than 0.5%. This increasing trend of
percentage deviation particularly above 0.5% from the quoted value
in one direction only, has indicated that there was something wrong
somewhere. Investigations were started to find out the reasons for
this discrepancy in the results.

Various operational checks of the dosimeter were performed
repeatedly and the reasons of this discrepancy could not be traced.
Two anaeroid barometers are available in the SSDL and both of them
were indicating the same pressure reading. It could not be
suspected that this discrepancy is due to wrong barometer readings.
Finally after checking everything, it was thought to compare our
barometers with a barometer of meteorological laboratory at
Islamabad. During this intercomparison it was found that both the
barometers of SSDL were indicating wrong pressure resulting in a
systematic error in the pressure measurement readings. The
barometers were then adjusted accordingly and check source
measurement readings were started on a daily basis for a period of
about three weeks. The results of these measurements were found in
good agreement with the quoted value. Moreover, the trend of these
measurements was also found O.K. In 1986, percentage deviation
varies from 0.30 to +0.?3 and the trend of measurement is also
acceptable.

CONCLUSION

It is not sufficient to check that the measured stability check
source time after applying all the necessary corrections is within
the allowed limit of + 0.5% deviation from the quoted value in a NPL
calibration certificate but also the trend of the deviation must be
observed. It should not always be in one direction as shown in
Fig. 1.

The barometers and thermometers should be intercompared with
each other and must also be compared with the national institute of
meteorology in the country, on a regular basis. A complete record
of daily pressure reading must be maintained in a separate log book.
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